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Greeting

His Excellency councilor Prosecutor General for Dubai principality
Mr. President of the International Association of Prosecutors
Ladies and Gentlemen

Greetings of the Egyptian People
And a deep appreciation for the brotherly Arab Emirates
Appreciation of Egyptian the Public Prosecution to the goal of the conference

The Egyptian Public Prosecutor involves members of the International Association of the Public Prosecution on the importance of sharing best practices in the work of the Public Prosecution.

Public Prosecution status in the Egyptian Constitution

(Part of the judiciary)

The selection of judges be from among the members of Public Prosecution.
Training and curriculum development and evaluation of the performance of members of the Public Prosecution

The aim is to increase their efficiency levels and allow the fast promotion to those who are excellent in work.

This is done through four main axes:

First: Integrated training system which aims to raise the capabilities of the prosecutor

Second: The technical assessment based on scientific and fair basis

Third: To guarantee the righteous manner to the prosecutor

Fourth: To support the prosecutor socially
First Field

Increase the number of training courses to the members of the public prosecution theoretically and practically to develop his skills and to raise his capabilities.

The training department in the Prosecutor General office is responsible for managing the training system.

Types of training:

**First:** The Qualifying Training: Training on the application of the law Sciences

**Second:** The Specialized training: It is an intensive training on the achievement of a certain type of crimes such as organized crime, or on an important subject such as information technology

**Third:** Self - Training: Training new members by The most senior member
Fourth: The periodic booklets and memos which is issued by the prosecutor General office.

- Examples of training places
- National Center for Judicial Studies affiliated to the Ministry Justice
- the legal centers of the faculties of law in the Egyptian universities
- UN programs.

The Evaluation and Reviewing Training Results

The impact of the training on the prosecutor promotion

Statistical training for the judicial year 2013 - 2014
The second axis

Measuring the technical performance of the prosecutor
done through the judicial inspection department at the
prosecutor General Office

- The mechanism of Technical evaluation:

  (Inspection report)

  - The Mechanism of Technical evaluation:
  - Technical aspects of the examination Which must
    be included in the inspection report.
The third axis - Supporting Righteous conduct

- **keen to advice the prosecutor** since being appointed in his position to the following:
  - Limiting his personal relations, and don’t mingle with suspicious people

- **The Judicial Inspection Department is keen on:** Scrutinizing all the complaints that are filed against a prosecutor concerning his behavior or his mistreatment complaints or his partisan bias

- **Evaluating prosecutor** if the penalty was signed by subjecting him to a special training to increase its level to ensure the error does not repeat

- **The level of the punishment will affect the promotion** process of the prosecutor or his transfer to specific prosecution offices
Final Field
Supporting the prosecutor socially and leisurely

General prosecutor is the chief
“of the social association of public”

Examples of humanitarian and social services provided by the Association

- Planning to establish the first and the greatest compound for the prosecutors with a great fund from the prosecution.
- Covering the accidents that a prosecutor is exposed to while working ex, car accidents. And the prosecution had already funded all the costs.
- Conferring the 10 efficient members in Egypt a prize (pilgrim).
- Insuring the life of prosecutors.
- Reimbursement of families of past members without any returns.

Suggest to accredit an inter-prizes program by the association members and the executive committee supervises it regarding its drafting and application.